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Hello to all our readers of the Auckland Agricultural & Pastoral Association newsletter.
The Art Committee is pleased to send out this newsletter, with articles on the long-standing and
appreciated membership of Maurice Carter, and our clever featured artist Nora and other items of
interest.

Caravaggio, Martha and Mary Magdalene
ca 1598

One of the most convincing depictions of the biblical scene where Martha is in the process of
converting Mary Magdalene to the life of faith and virtue.
Caravaggio painted it in oil but he also employed tempera in flesh tones and light areas. The pigment
analysis reveals the usual palette of the Baroque period with pigments such as yellow ochre and red
ochre, azurite, and copper resinate.
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Profile - Maurice Carter
The longest serving member on today's Council
The Carter family has had over 100 years association with the
Auckland Agricultural & Pastoral Association.
Dating back records William Carter, a stud Jersey cattle breeder
exhibiting at the Auckland Show which was held on the present
grounds being the ninth occasion in a 110 years span dating up to the
present day.
Over the years from the 1920 decade, keen competition increased
from the group of fellow dairy cattle breeders. Annual participation
through the years increased to up to 500 head of cattle being paraded
in the show ring in the 1950's and 60's. The Auckland Show featured as
one of the leading agricultural shows in NZ.

'Lady Flicka'

Maurice Carter

During the period from 1920 up until the early 70's when
the Meridale herd was dispersed, a wide range of
trophies had been awarded. Undoubtedly, in 1926 the
winning of Champion Cow at the first Royal Show to be
held in Auckland was a highlight of the stud's history. In
1955 another Jersey championship was won by 'Lady
Flicka', a seven year old cow imported from Jersey
Island.

This being the first and only importation of a cow to have won a championship at the Auckland
Show. Maurice had the privilege of leading the Grand Parade with the Championship winner in front
of a crowd of many thousands. The Carters would enter up to 25 head which was a vital number of
exhibits that helped to increase dairy cattle numbers at the show. Over the years many
championships have been won by the family. This includes the input by members of William
Carter's family.

Maurice joined the mercantile company of Wright Stephenson & Company (latterly Wrightson)
as a stud stock representative in 1969 covering an area from South Auckland to Far Northland.
This occupation carried through to 1994 when the following 8 years he was domiciled in
Hamilton as Wrightson Stud Stock NZ Dairy Manager. Following his retirement from Wrightsons
25 years service he was appointed Stud Stock Manager of NZ Rural Press, publishers of a
national farming journal. His wide knowledge of the stud stock industry introduced him to the
newly established animal breeding company of Semex NZ Limited as a Livestock Consultant.
Fortunately, Maurice's career allowed him to continue his association with the Auckland
Agricultural & Pastoral Association. From his 1965 election to the Council was the start of a long
journey that to date spans 54 years and continuing. He is the longest sitting member on todays
Council.
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Throughout the years Maurice held several positions to include 22 years
Board Member, 20 years A&P Treasurer; 4 years Vice President. Over the
years since 1965 was appointed Cattle Steward, Head Cattle Steward,
Cattle Announcer, and other appointments including involvement in the
production of the A&P 'Agricultural Heritage' book which sets out the
history of the Auckland Agricultural & Pastoral Association.
Maurice's input over his lifetime occupation associated with farming has
been widely acknowledged with the stud stock work and he can sit back
and enjoy his retirement.

Van Gogh Alive
The Van Gogh Alive exhibition at the Vector Arena was
dramatic, very colourful and well done with light shows
and static displays of Van Gogh's art. Children enjoyed it
and relished the ever changing scene in the light show.
It was a very interesting and entertaining exhibition as
well as imparting the story of van Gogh's troubled life.
His paintings are quite beautiful and shown off to the
max. It is encouraging to see and understand his
determination and belief, and stubborn attitude to the
way he made his paintings work.

The Art Fair
The Art Fair in the Cloud in February (seems a long time ago now but worth mentioning), was a
successful, commendable showing of National and International Art Galleries and their show piece
artists. One such was Parnell Gallery, well established and well known showing mainly the paintings of
George Gray, which are large scale sea level vistas and underwater scenes. They depict the scenes of
New Zealand which early Maori navigators would have seen and what may lie beyond their vista. These
paintings are beautifully executed and very clever.
There were thirty seven galleries showing their artists, all of great quality. On the mezzanine floor five
artist run spaces enabled artists to exhibit for the first time. The young man on the receptionist desk
described the exhibition as " seemly esoteric", a rather adroit description. Before this admirable
exhibition was closed down because of the Lockdown, many people visited and it was most successful.

Exhibition of Maori Art
The Auckland Art Gallery has had the largest ever exhibition of Maori Art. This exhibition shows the
ever changing and contemporary art works from Maori artists nationwide. Many dramatic and
colourful works are on display. The artworks are from the 1950s to the present day and takes a new
look at Maori art and concentrates on narrative. Inclusive of paintings, sculpture, jewellery,
photography, ceramics and body art.
This exhibition closed on the 9th May and has been a successful adjunct to Maori artworks.
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Profile - Nora Grieve
Hi everyone. I am Nora Grieve and painting is my passion and hobby. I
started after joining the NZ Fellowship of Artists and my mentors that I
did watercolour workshops with were Paul Coney, David Blair and Ben
Ho.
A friend Diane Peltzer taught me how to do silk painting, a very
different medium but worth it for the vibrant colours that can be
achieved.
I try to do something every day and also go to an untutored life model
drawing group every week.

Nora Grieve

I won best water colour in show at the 2019 Easter Show. Water colour
is my favourite medium and I am experimenting with different ways of
applying it i.e. credit card or cardboard. Also I am working on acrylics
on canvas, either abstracts or seascapes.
Keep on painting. The best of us throw lots of them in the bin, just
enjoy yourself.

Street scene
Alonzac South of France

From the Auckland A&P Art collection

Top Table
Artist - Lyn Fuller

Tip for artists
Choosing materials for art work should be the best affordable . One should ask are they
permanent, are they compatible? Seek the opinion of others, artists, art suppliers and whoever
seems knowledgeable. Read the material descriptions on the products, there are some simple
tests to try by using the sample of material you wish to use. Put it out in the sun, heat light or
cold, wherever the finished work is likely to finish up. You will put a great deal of thought and
work into art works, they are worth good materials.

